A method for determination of optimal image enhancement for the detection of mammographic abnormalities.
We present a paradigm for empirical evaluation of digital image enhancement algorithms for mammography that uses psychophysical methods for implementation and analysis of a clinically relevant detection task. In the experiment, the observer is asked to detect and assign to a quadrant, or indicate the absence of, a simulated mammographic structure characteristic of cancer embedded in a background image of normal breast tissue. Responses are indicated interactively on a computer workstation. The parameter values for the enhancement applied to the composite image may be varied on each trial, and structure detection performance is estimated for each enhancement condition. Preliminary investigations have provided insight into an appropriate viewing duration, and furthermore, suggest that nonradiologists may be used under this methodology for the tasks investigated thus far, for predicting parameter values for clinical investigation. We are presently using this method in evaluating several contrast enhancement algorithms of possible benefit in mammography. These methods enable an objective, clinically relevant evaluation, for the purpose of optimal parameter determination or performance assessment, of digital image-processing methods potentially used in mammography.